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Red Cedar Dharma Hall Daily/Hourly Rental Information & Policies
About the Dharma Hall: The Red Cedar Dharma Hall, located at 1021 N. Forest Street, Bellingham, WA 98225,
is home to the Red Cedar Zen Community (RCZC) and the Bellingham Insight Meditation Society (BIMS). The
Hall is managed by the RCZC, a non-profit organization, and made available for ongoing scheduled use by
other groups devoted to mindfulness and compassion.
RCZC Daily/Hourly Rental Contact Information:
Contact Person: Rental Manager, RCZC
Phone: (360) 312-7088
E-Mail:
dharmahall@redcedarzen.org
Correspondence / Payment Remittance Address: RCZC, Attn: Dharma Hall Rental Administration,
P.O. Box 5193, Bellingham, WA 98227-5193. Please make checks to: Red Cedar Zen Community.
Dharma Hall Dimensions & Description: The Zendo (main room) is 42’ x 33’. It seats 40-50 people. The maximum legal
capacity is 72 people. The upstairs portion includes: a lobby, a library, the Zendo, a small meeting room, a water cooler,
and 2 bathrooms. The downstairs portion includes: a long table, a small kitchen with a stove, a microwave, a refrigerator,
a dishwasher, garbage, compost and trash cans, a bathroom, and a washer & dryer.

Types of Hourly Use:
There are two types of hourly use of the Dharma Hall available: Community Group Usage and Regular Rental.
Income from both types helps fund the maintenance costs of the Dharma Hall. Typically groups can reserve
the Hall for ongoing weekly events for up to three to six months, at which time contracts can be renewed if all is
going well for both the user/renter group and the RCZC.
1. COMMUNITY GROUP USAGE: Local group events in which no fees are collected and all organizers and
facilitators are volunteers are considered Community Group Users, authorized to use the Dharma Hall without
paying rental fees. In lieu of paying rental fees, Community Groups agree to collect donations on behalf of
RCZC and the Dharma Hall from those that attend their event. Community Group Users have lower scheduling
priority than RCZC, BIMS, or Regular Rentals of the Dharma Hall. Accordingly, if there is a scheduling conflict
with an RCZC or BIMS event or a Regular Rental, a Community Group event may be subject to rescheduling
or cancelation. Every effort will be made to avoid cancellation through advance planning and cooperation.
•

Community Group User volunteer leaders are to provide a convenient way for attendees to make
donations (e.g., put a labeled basket or envelope in a central place throughout the rental), and should
make the following announcement at some point during the rental:

•

“The Red Cedar Dharma Hall is managed by Red Cedar Zen Community, a small
non-profit religious organization. Red Cedar Zen has offered community groups
like ours use of the Hall with no fees. We ask that each of you make a donation
to help pay the Hall rent and utilities, which cost about $3,500.00 per month. Red
Cedar Zen counts on all users of the Hall to contribute so that the Hall can
continue as a resource for mindfulness and compassion in Bellingham.”
•

Upon the conclusion of a Community Group event, collected donations should be directly forwarded to
RCZC. Please submit the donations in an envelope, and clearly indicate the Community Group and the
date of the event with the payment.

•

Donation envelopes may be submitted to the donation slot in the lobby of the Dharma Hall. Or they may
be promptly mailed to: RCZC, Attn: Dharma Hall Rental Administration, P.O. Box 5193, Bellingham,
WA 98227-5193. Checks to be made out to: Red Cedar Zen Community.

•

Community Group Usage must be scheduled with the Building Rental Manager in advance and will be
added to our monthly Building Calendar. However, Community Group events will be subject to
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rescheduling or cancellation if a scheduling conflict with an RCZC or BIMS event or a Regular Rental
arises.
2. REGULAR RENTAL: Any group that charges for admission, registration, or class fees is considered a
Regular Rental. Regular Rentals are appropriate for ongoing or recurring classes, workshops, and other forprofit events. They may be scheduled further in advance and are entitled to scheduling priority over Community
Group Users. If there is a scheduling conflict with a RCZC or BIMS event (the building lessors), an ongoing or
recurrent hourly rental may be subject to rescheduling or cancellation. Every effort will be made to avoid
cancellation through advance planning and cooperation, but please be aware that rescheduling or cancellation
of a rental is possible in case of exigent circumstances.
•

For a Regular Rental for ongoing or recurring group meetings, rent must be paid in full by a due date
agreed to by RCZC and the Renter and recorded in the Rental Agreement.

Rental Rates:
$35/hour – For rental of the whole Dharma Hall (including downstairs kitchen)
$25/hour – For rental of the upstairs only
$150/day - For all-day use by an ongoing or recurring Regular Renter (e.g., for a retreat). A 20%
deposit is required for full-day use. Deposit is non-refundable if Renter cancels 7 days or less prior to the
event.
NOTE: For all Regular Rentals, rent for partial hours is to be rounded up to the nearest half hour and
included in the total rent paid. E.g., 2 hours, 20 minutes = $25 + $25 + $12.50 = $62.50 total rent.
Cancellation: Failure to pay by the agreed upon the due date is grounds for cancellation by RCZC. A Renter
may cancel a scheduled rental by providing written notice to RCZC; however, renter cancellation within two
weeks of the rental date will result in loss of any deposit.

Reservation Process:
(1) Application: At least one month in advance of your event, fill out the “Daily/Hourly RENTAL/USE
APPLICATION for Red Cedar Dharma Hall” (sent to you in email by the RCZC Building Rental Manager) and
return it to the Manager at the email or P.O. address given on page 1 of this document.
(2) Scheduling: Upon receipt of the Application, the RCZC Rental Manager will contact you to discuss and
schedule your rental/use of the Hall and to answer any questions you may have.
(3) Payment: For Regular Renters, rent is due by the agreed upon due date recorded in the Rental
Agreement. For Community Group Users, donations collected at the event are due upon each event’s
conclusion.
(4) Building Access: Prior to the initial event, the door lock code will be sent to the group leader. When RCZC
changes the code, which occurs periodically, the new code will be sent to the Renter/User leader. This code is
only for use by the group leader of record and not to be given to group participants. It is necessary,
therefore, that when the group leader changes, the Renter/User informs the Building Rental Manager of this
change so that the code can be provided to the new person responsible for use of the building
(5) Event: Events by Regular Renters and Community Groups are scheduled allowing a 15 minute buffer on
both ends of the scheduled event for set-up and cleanup time so that previous and subsequent users have
time to set up and clean up. Please ask your participants to arrive no earlier than 15 minutes prior to your
event time and leave no later than 15 following your event’s conclusion.
(6) Conclusion of Event: Upon the end of the rental, Regular Renters and Community Group Users are
responsible for returning the Hall to the condition in which you found it. Instructions for this are
attached.
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Questions: Any questions about daily/hourly use of the Dharma Hall unanswered by this document should be
directed to RCZC Rental Manager at the phone number or email provided on page 1.
Policies, Rules, and Regulations
Care & Condition of the Dharma Hall: We ask that renters and users of the Dharma Hall leave the Dharma Hall
in at-least-as-good or better condition than they found it. To help facilitate this goal, we ask all renters and
users to follow, mind, and uphold all the following policies, rules, and regulations, while using the Hall.
Shoes: Please do not wear street shoes in the Dharma Hall beyond the lobby upstairs or the entry to the
kitchen downstairs. Please have all guests remove their shoes upon entering the Hall and place them on the
shelving provided near the entries. Non-scuffing shoes may be worn in case of medical necessity.
Kitchen/Food: Consumption of food is prohibited within the upstairs portion of the Dharma Hall, unless
expressly permitted by the RCZC. Chewing or bubble gum is not permitted within the Zendo. Food may be
prepared in the kitchen and consumed downstairs if that portion of the Hall was rented; however the renter or
user shall pay meticulous care to the cleanliness and condition of the kitchen and restore it to pre-use condition
prior to leaving. Renters or users that consume food within the Hall, please: (1) avoid storing dry food within
the Hall, (2) use hard containers with tight lids to store any food within the Hall, (3) not leave food crumbs or
scraps anywhere within the Hall, (4) take all leftovers upon conclusion of the rental, (5) thoroughly clean the
sink and counter if used, (5) do not leave dirty items in the sink, and (6) run the dishwasher if it fills (detergent
pellets under sink).
Modifications Prohibited: Please refrain from any modification of the Hall or anything permanently attached to
it, its grounds, or associated properties.
Dharma Hall Property: Please respect the Dharma Hall, its grounds, and all property within. Throughout the
duration of the rental, the renter or user is responsible for any damage to the Hall, its grounds, or property
within caused by the renter or user or anyone associated with the event. The renter or user should notify the
RCZC, and immediately repair any such damage to its original condition, or the renter or user will be liable to
the RCZC for the cost to repair or replace the damaged property.
Incense and Candles: Please refrain from using Dharma Hall spiritual supplies, including incense and candles,
as these are the property of the RCZC or BIMS. The renter or user may use its own incense or candles, but
shall diligently observe all safety protocols while they are in use and carefully confirm any burned items are
extinguished prior to leaving the Hall.
Personal Property: Please do not leave behind any items in the Hall without express permission from the
RCZC. The RCZC shall not be liable for any personal property lost by the renter, user, or any associated
guests. Any items left behind after the event will be treated as lost and found according to the Dharma Hall
policies.
Bulletin Boards: Please do not use the bulletin boards near the entries of the Dharma Hall without the express
permission of the RCZC. Information consistent with the mission of the Hall may be posted on the downstairs
bulletin board near the stairs, provided it is clearly marked with a removal date.
Cleaning and Resetting Zendo: Upon the conclusion of the event, and prior to leaving, please clean the
Dharma Hall to at-least-as-good or better than pre-use condition. Please reset the Zendo (meditation hall)
according to the attached diagram, and complete the following “Departure Checklist.”
Contract Renewal: Contracts will be renewed at a minimum of twice a year. Continuing use of the Hall by
Community Group Users and Regular Renters will be based on three conditions: 1) Users/Renters stay in good
communication with RCZC (e.g., fill out and submit contractual documents, respond to emails or phone calls,
and if needed, meet with Building Rental Manager, etc.), 2) Users/Renters follow the Rules and Regulations
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regarding use and conduct in the Hall, and 3) Users/Renters clean up and return the Hall to its original
condition as illustrated in the diagram of the zendo set up (p. 5 of Rental Information).

DEPARTURE CHECKLIST:
1. Clean the Dharma Hall and restore it to pre-rental condition. (Put trash in receptacles, sweep up any
debris, remove any personal items, etc.)
2. Extinguish any and all Candles or Incense: If you have brought and used candles or incense, make sure to
extinguish them before leaving. Please confirm and reconfirm that any burning item is put out prior to
leaving the Dharma Hall.
3. Rearrange cushions in the Zendo according to the attached diagram. On each side of room, to the left and
right when facing the altar, leave out two rows of four zabutans (flat cushions) with zafus (round cushions)
on top of each. At the front of the zendo, toward the altar, masking tape corner guidelines are taped
to the floor. Align the first zabutan in each row to these taped guidelines, and then set the remaining
zabutans of each row in alignment with the first zabutan, sides touching. Also place two zabutans with
zafus on each side of the altar. Put away extra cushions in the curtained closet near the Zendo entrance
from the lobby. Place one folding chair at the end of each of the four rows of cushions, on the end farthest
away from the altar. Neatly fold and put remaining chairs in the storage near the Zendo entrance from the
lobby. Also see attached diagram for further details.
4. Set thermostats to 55 degrees Fahrenheit. Upstairs, there are two in the Zendo, and one in the meeting
room across from the bathrooms. Downstairs, there is one between the windows, and another on the wall
in the coffee and tea area. The thermostat downstairs in the coffee and tea area shall be turned off
completely. Please also make sure the space heater in the library is off and unplugged.
5. Turn off all inside lights.
6. Leave front and back outside lights on.
7. Securely close all windows.
8. Lock both outside doors, upstairs front and downstairs rear. From inside, turn lever. From outside, close
door and firmly press “lock” button on keypad.

Thank you for helping to keep our Dharma Hall clean and available for events.
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